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Abstract 

Large-eddy simulations (LES) of a lean preheated high pressure jet flame are 

presented, comparing a premixed flamelet generated manifolds (PFGM) and a 

finite rate chemistry (FRC) approach, with dynamic flame thickening in either 

case. The impact of the combustion models on the stabilization of the flame is 

investigated. The PFGM tables are calculated from the detailed GRI 3.0 reaction 

mechanism. For the FRC combustion model, both a compact skeletal mechanism 

and the DRM19 mechanism extended by an OH* sub-mechanism have been tested. 

In the simulations, heat losses due to chamber cooling are considered by estimating 

and applying isothermal wall temperatures. The significant flame lift was predicted 

by the FRC and PFGM combustion models applying non-adiabatic boundary 

conditions. Simulation results of the flame stabilization improved using the 

DRM19 reaction mechanism. The correlation of heat release and OH* species was 

found to be insufficient in the present case for comparing flame lift-off monitored 

by OH* to flame lift-off determined by heat-release. 

 

Introduction 

Incomplete CO burnout becomes critical at gas turbine part-load operation. At the 

same time, more efficient baseload operation requires increasing combustor outlet 

temperature, potentially increasing NOx emissions. Large-eddy simulations have 

proven to be suitable for combustion chamber development. For the investigation 

of the CO and NOx pollutant formation, numerous methods have been used to 

model combustion [1,2] including the artificial flame thickening approach (ATF) 

[3,4]. In the FRC approach, the reaction progress is solved during runtime and 

combustion kinetics are directly considered. In the PFGM method, chemistry is 

tabulated from adiabatic 1-D premixed flames prior to the simulations and looked 

up during runtime based on control variables. This approach reduces the 

computational cost in comparison to direct chemistry, while additional effects such 

as strain or heat losses need to be modelled [5]. Large-eddy simulations coupled 

with ATF have proven to be a promising method with both finite rate chemistry 

[3,6] and premixed flamelet generated manifolds (PFGM) [4,5]. A reliable 

prediction of CO and NOx necessitates the correct description of the flow field, 

flame shape and stabilization. A challenge for numerical modelling is presented by 
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lifted flames, where the stabilization is affected by different mechanisms such as 

quenching, auto-ignition delay [7,8] or high reactant flow rates [6]. In a new lean 

preheated high pressure jet flame examined by Lammel, Severin, Ax and co-

workers [9,10], heat losses were found to have an impact on the flame stabilization 

at baseload operation as OH*-chemiluminescence indicated a lifted burning flame. 

In the present work, FRC and PFGM and different reaction mechanisms are 

applied and their impact on the prediction of the flame stabilization is investigated. 

 

Modelling Approach 

With FRC, the laminar and turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are 0.7 and a 

unity Lewis assumption is made. Sutherland’s law for air determines the transport 

properties. Favre-filtered transport equations are solved for the mixture fraction, 

absolute total enthalpy and species. To keep computational costs low, a skeletal 

mechanism has been developed for the limited range of conditions studied in this 

work. The mechanism was developed from the H2/O2 branch of the C1 mechanism 

by Li et al. [11], the CH4/O2 branch of the methane combustion mechanism by 

Cremer [12], and the C/N/O branch of GRI 3.0 [13]. Thermodynamic and transport 

properties were taken from GRI 3.0. A genetic algorithm [14,15] was used for the 

reduction and optimization, where GRI 3.0 was used as a reference. Optimization 

targets were the laminar flame speed, temperature and CO and NOx species, 

potentially allowing for pollutant predictions in future studies. The new reaction 

mechanism includes 20 species and 35 reactions. The validation against GRI 3.0 

indicated very good agreement for the limited operational range the mechanism has 

been developed for. In order to examine the skeletal mechanism’s quality and 

applicability, the more detailed and established reaction mechanism DRM19 [16] 

was used and extended by an 11-step sub-mechanism [17] to include OH* species 

for direct comparison against experimental data. 

The PFGM combustion model has been implemented by Dederichs et al. [18] and 

Mahiques et al. [19]. Prior to simulations, look-up tables are generated from 1-D 

laminar, premixed, freely propagating flames using Cantera with GRI 3.0. Control 

variables for table access are the mixture fraction 𝑍 and enthalpy ℎ𝑡 and the 

normalized progress variable 𝑐. The latter is defined as 

𝑐 = 𝑌𝐶𝑂2(�̃�, ℎ̃𝑡) 𝑌𝐶𝑂2
𝑚𝑎𝑥⁄ (�̃�, ℎ̃𝑡) and is determined from the CO2 mass fraction 

𝑌𝐶𝑂2and 𝑌𝐶𝑂2
𝑚𝑎𝑥 at equilibrium for a given mixture fraction and enthalpy. Favre-

filtered transport equations are solved for the mixture fraction, absolute total 

enthalpy and progress variable. Heat losses are considered in the PFGM table 

generation by calculating flamelets at different enthalpy levels. This is achieved by 

lowered fresh gas temperatures. 

In order to resolve the thin flame front on the numerical grid, an artificial flame 

thickening (ATF) approach is used, following Dederichs et al. [18]. Thickening is 

applied to the species transport equation for FRC and to the progress variable 

transport equation in PFGM. Unphysical thickening outside the flame region is 

avoided by applying a flame sensor. The thickening of the flame reduces the 
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wrinkling of the flame, which is compensated by applying the modified Charlette 

model [20]. 

 

Experiments and numerical setup 

The chamber geometry and the inlet conditions are shown in Fig. 1. The lean 

partially-premixed CH4-air mixture at 8 bar enters the combustion chamber with a 

jet Reynolds number of 6∙10
5
 and a bulk velocity of 120 m/s. The turbulent 

fluctuations and integral length-scale are approximately 10 m/s and 2.8 mm. Laser 

measurement techniques were applied in the experiments as the chamber is 

optically accessible and the flame shape and stabilization has been determined 

from OH* chemiluminescence (OH*-CL). More details on the experiments can be 

found in the work of Lammel, Severin, Ax and co-workers [9,10]. The combustor 

quartz glass walls were cooled in the experiments causing severe heat losses to the 

flame. We calculated heat transfer coefficients using coolant mass flows and 

temperatures (Lammel and Ax, personal communication, July 2016) and LES data. 

The estimations confirmed a burner baseplate temperature of 600 K [10] and 

temperatures of {920, 1000, 980, 960} K in the zones of {0−0.1, 0.1−0.2, 0.2−0.4, 

0.4−0.84} m within the chamber. 

The LES was performed using OpenFOAM. The temporal discretization blends 

explicit and implicit contributions, weighted at 0.3 and 0.7, with a convective CFL 

number of 0.3. Convection is discretized by a TVD scheme, it should be kept in 

mind that such schemes are more dissipative than one would wish for LES. The 

mesh consists of 8.1M hexahedral cells with 1.0 mm cell size in the flame region. 

 
Figure 1. Chamber geometry and inlet conditions. 

 

Results 

In the experiments, OH*-CL has been used as an indicator for the flame heat 

release and thus to determine the flame shape and stabilization. It has been shown 

that the flame tends to burn asymmetrically and lifted as presented in Fig. 2a. The 

line-averaged (in z-direction) mean carbon dioxide source term from PFGM, the 

mean reaction heat release from FRC and the mean OH* mass fractions from FRC 

simulations applying the extended DRM19 mechanism are used for comparison 

against the experimentally obtained OH*-CL. These quantities are closely related 

and often used to compare chemiluminescence images from experiments to 

simulation results. In the experiments, a flame lift is observed at the upper side of 

the chamber which intensifies at the lower side. The PFGM model with chemistry 

tabulated from GRI 3.0 (Fig. 2b) and the FRC model with the new skeletal reaction 
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mechanism (Fig. 2c) show a qualitatively similar flame shape and lift-off. Figure 

2d presents the mean OH* mass fraction from FRC simulations with DRM19 

which shows very good agreement with the experimentally determined OH*-CL. 

The prediction of the asymmetric flame shape is significantly improved, and the 

lift-off height is in better agreement with the experiments. 

 
Figure 2. Line-averaged (in z-direction) mean normalized experimental OH*-

CL a), CO2 source term from PFGM b), reaction heat release rate from FRC using 

the skeletal mechanism c), OH* mass fraction for FRC using DRM19 mechanism 

d) and reaction heat release rate from FRC using DRM19 mechanism e). 
 

The reaction heat release rate based on DRM19 (Fig. 2e) indicates lower heat 

release at the lower side of the chamber in comparison to PFGM and the FRC with 

the skeletal mechanism. Furthermore, local heat release rates of around 50% at the 

lower side of the chamber are observed for PFGM and FRC simulations using the 

skeletal mechanism, while only around 20% are identified from simulations 

applying DRM19. PFGM results might improve by considering strain effects 

which are not accounted for yet. Discrepancies from simulations using the skeletal 

mechanism in the prediction of the flame stabilization might be attributed to 

shortcomings in the choice of optimization targets while mechanism development. 

The identification of species and reactions which are significant for the prediction 

of the flame stabilization in a non-adiabatic environment may improve the 

mechanism. Deviations between the mean YOH* and heat release rate are identified 

comparing Figs. 2d and 2e. The heat release rate indicates a similar flame shape as 
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OH* while a smaller lift-off height is observed. Interestingly, reduced but still 

considerable large heat release rates are found at x/D<3, which indicates that the 

flame is not fully lifted as suggested by the OH* mass fraction. This confirms that 

OH* is not an adequate indicator of local extinction [21] and is only partially 

agreeing with work that considers OH* a direct marker for the heat release rate. 

 

Conclusion 

Large-eddy simulations of the flame stabilization in a pressurized jet flame have 

been performed and different combustion models and reaction mechanisms were 

compared. An asymmetric and lifted flame was observed in the experiments which 

was also predicted by PFGM and FRC. Simulation results with an extended 

DRM19 reaction mechanism including OH* species were directly compared to the 

experimentally observed OH* chemiluminescence and showed very good 

agreement. The correlation of heat release and OH* species was shown to be 

insufficient for the present study as a distinct flame lift was found for the OH* 

species mass fraction while reduced but significant heat release rates were 

observed. 
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